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(Cl. 235-79) 1. Claim. 

For effecting operations of division in calcul 
lating machines, the dividend is first Set into the 
actuator (such as a pin wheel rotor) and then 
the operator causes the actuator to effect one 
revolution to enter the dividend into the results 
register; that revolution is registered in the 
revolutions counter, on one or more numeral 
wheels. Thus, when the dividend is entered ad 
ditively into the results register, that is by means 
of a positive revolution, the numeral '1' ap 
pears in the revolutions counter, but when the 
dividend is entered into the results register Sub 
tractively, that is, by negative revolution, one 
or more numerals '9' appear on the numeral 
wheels of the revolutions counter. It is, there 
fore, necessary to clear the revolutions counter, 
before the operation of division is continued. With 
the divisor set in the actuator. This clearing 
operation necessitates an additional manipula 
tion and may easily be forgotten, which results 
in errors of calculation. 

It has been proposed to use special devices to 
render the revolutions counter inoperative, When 
the dividend is entered into the results register. 
Thus, it was proposed to use a mechanism, which 
is actuated manually, to displace the revolutions 
counter actuator (quotient tooth) laterally out 
of its operative position so that it does not act 
on the revolutions counter when the dividend is 
entered into the results register. 
tion suffers from serious drawbacks, because for 
each denomination the revolutions counter a 
tuator must be able to assume two different posi 
tions laterally of each other, and especially in 
calculating machines having a stationary revolu 
tions counter and a revolutions counter actu 
ator movable laterally, such construction is very 
complicated and occupies much Space. 
The chief purpose of this invention is to 

eliminate the clearing operation of the revolu 
tions counter generally necessay after the divi 
dend has been entered into the results register 
in operations of division, in calculating machines 
capable of performing automatic division. 
Another purpose of this invention is to dis 

able the revolutions counter actuator automati 
cally, when the machine is set to automatic di 
vision and then the dividend is entered into 
the results register. 
Another purpose of this invention is to render 

operations of division simpler than heretofore. 
Thus, in accordance with this invention, one step 
of operation is eliminated and the attention of 
the operator may be concentrated on the chief 
operations. 

Said construc 

O 

2 
Chine to automatic division simultaneously dis 
ables the revolutions counter actuator for simple 
addition operations; the dividend is always en 
tered by means of a simple addition operation. 
Other purposes Will be evident from the foll 

lowing specification and claim. w 
One embodiment of a device in accordance 

With the invention is illustrated in the annexed 
drawings. 

Fig. 1 shows an end view of a device in ac 
cordance with this invention. 

Fig. 2 shows a corresponding front view. 
Fig. 3 shows a top view of the driving gears 

for the revolutions counter actuator. 
Fig. 4 shows a side view of the motor-contact 

closing mechanism; and 
Fig. 5 shows in section and on a larger scale, 

a detailed view of the coupling pawl mechanism. 
Fig. 6 shows a perspective view of certain de 

20 tails controlled by the chief control lever of the 

25 

50. 

machine. 
Fig. 7 shows an end view of the upper parts of 

Fig. 1 the end Wall being broken away to show 
the details in full. 

Fig. 8 shows a side View of a detail. 
In the drawings only those parts are shown 

which are necessary to illustrate the invention. 
When not otherwise expressly stated, in this 
specification the expressions “right,' 'left,' 'up 
Wards,' 'downwards,' 'forward' and “back 
Ward' are used to designate those directions, as 
they appear to an operator, sitting at the key 
board of the machine. 
The machine illustrated in the drawings is 

5 in its principal features constructed in accord 
ance with U. S. Patent No. 2,398,286, granted 
April 9, 1946. The driving mechanism may be 
constructed in accordance with U. S. Patents No. 
2,068,899 and 2,127,102, respectively. Some parts 
in the specification below and in the drawings 
carry the same reference characters as the cor 
responding parts in U. S. Patents Nos. 2,068,899, 
2,127,102 and No. 2,398,286. 
The calculating machine illustrated in the an 

5 nexed drawings is of the Odhner or pin-wheel 
type and has an actuator or pin wheel rotor 4 
which is displaceably splined on the main shaft 
5. For carrying out the operations of calcula 
tion this shaft together with the actuator 4 is 
rotated in either direction (- direction or - di 
rection, as indicated by the arrows in Fig. 1) 
under the control of a multiplication key or 
positive multi-revolutions key and a division 
key or negative multi-revolutions key 2. Said 

The same lever that sets the ma- 55 keys start the actuator 4 in the positive or in 
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the negative direction of rotation respectively, 
that is, counter-clockwise and clockwise, respec 
tively, in Fig. 1, for effecting one or more revolu 
tions without clearing the rotor. In addition, 
the machine has an addition key 293 which When 
depressed causes the actuator 4 to effect one posi 
tive revolution and then to be cleared automati 
cally. In analogy a subtraction key may be 
provided, as described in detail in U. S. Patent 
No. 2,398,286. 
In addition, the machine also has the control 

level 28 described in said last-mentioned pat 
ent for setting the machine to automatic division 
and to multiplication with automatic shift to 
the right and to the left, respectively. This lever 
is shown (at 23i) in the patent just mentioned. 
It has a plurality of functions, but of those func 
tions only that one is here concerned that at 
the setting of the cointrol lever to automatic 
division said control lever displaces the shaft 2:8 
of the revolutions counter actuator (quotient 
tooth) to the left in Fig. 3 (See Fig. 5 of the 
U. S. patent, just inentioned) so that the toothed 
wheel 229 is coupled to the toothed wheel 223 
by means of the left carrier or clutch 222. The 
operation of the lever 2 is illustrated in Fig. 
6. "the control lever 225 is pivoted Cn a sta 
tionary journal 205 secured to the nachine 
fiane. An arm 2 3 of the control lever 25 is 
movable in a can slot 2 is of a lever 2 5, which 
is rockable on a stationary pin 2:6. A pin 233 
is secured to the lever 25 and a tension spring 
232 urges an arm 229 against this pin. By 
means of a pin 238, the arm 223 is articulately 
connected with a lever 225 which is rockable on 
a stationary pin 224. This lever has a cam 226 
engaging an annular or peripheral slot in the 
shaft 38. 
When the lever 2 is set manually to its posi 

tion for division (as shown in Fig. 1), the lever 
2:5 is rocked counter-clockwise and by means of 
the aim 229 rocks the lever 225 counter-clock 
wise. i his causes the can 226 to displace the 
shaft 28 axially to its minus position (position 
for division), that is its extreme left position in 
Fig. 3, and consequently the toothed. Wheel 229 
is coupled to the toothed wheel 223 by means 
of the left clutch 22. The toothed. Wheel 223 
is Secured to the shaft 2 8 and consequently 
causes that shaft to rotate if said wheel is ro 
tated. But the toothed wheels 222, 223 are loose 
ly journalled on the shaft 28 (the toothed 
Wheel 229 drives the tens transfer rotor for the 
revolutions counter). 
The addition key 263 is rotatably journalled on 

the shaft 33 and its projection or catch 342 en 
gages the lever or rocking arm 344 which is ro 
tatably journalled on a stationary pin 346. This 
pin nay, for instance, be secured to the base 
plate 25 of the inachine frame. A tension spring 
34 pulls the lever 344 upwards and said lever 
has a projection or catch 354 which acts on the 
multiplication key , when the lever 344 is rocked 
downwards in Fig. 1 (clockwise in Fig. 2) by the 
addition key 23. For guiding purposes the lever 
344 has a slot 558 cooperating with a stationary 
gliding pin 55. The lever 344 also has a recess 
552, which encloses the projection 553 of the bar 
553 So that said bar follows the motion of the 
arm 344 in the vertical direction. In this motion 
the bar 554 is guided by the studs or screws 555 
entering guiding slots in said bar. Iin its upper 
end this bar has a part 556 bent out laterally 
and passing through a recess or hole in an end 
wall 27 of the machine frame. The flat and 
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4 
somewhat bevelled point 557 of that part 556 
extends inwards above a coupling pawl 558. 
Said pawl is rotatably journalled on a pin 559 

in a slot in the oblong hub 560 of a toothed 
wheel 56 running freely on the main shaft 5 
and permanently engaging the toothed wheel 
223. In addition to the projection extending into 
the path of the point 557 the coupling pawl 558 
also has two projections or Wings 558a and 558b 
and is under the action of a compression Spring 
562 tending to rock said pawl counter-clockwise 
in Figs. 2 and 5 So that the Wing 558a, enters a 
slot 553 in the hub of the toothed Wheel 564 Se 
cured to the shaft 5 (by means of a pin or the 
like). In the position shown in the drawings, 
that is the stopping position or position of rest 
of the actuator 4, the projection 553b is just 
opposite a slot 565 in the stationary guide 566. 
The toothed wheel 564 permanently meshes 

with the driving toothed wheel 58 which is se 
cured is a shaft 568 and also drives the toothed 
Wheel 222. The shaft 558 is driven via a driv. 
ing mechanism (for instance of the type shown in 
U. S. Patents Nos. 2,068,899 and 2,127,102, re 
spectively), in either direction of rotation, de 
pending upon which of the control keys has been 
depressed. When the projection 558a engages 
the slot 563, the toothed wheel 567 also drives 
the toothed wheel 223 via the toothed wheel 561, 
and then the wheel 223 rotates in opposite direc 
tion to the wheel 222. According as the toothed 
wheel 220 then is coupled with the toothed wheel 
222 or the toothed wheel 223, the shaft 28 of the 
revolutions counter actuator is caused to rotate 
in the same direction as the toothed wheel 222 
(normal direction of rotation for addition, sub 
traction and multiplication) or as the toothed 
Wheel 223 (normal direction of rotation for di 
Vision), that is, in the same direction or in the 
Opposite direction, respectively, as that of the pin 
wheel rotor 4. 
On the lever 344 a pawl 569 is rockably jour 

nalled on the pin 352. One end of that pawl is 
fork-shaped and encloses a stationary pin 35 
Secured to the base plate 206. The recess 552 in 
the rocking lever 344 is so dimensioned that the 
pin 35 does not hinder the motion of the lever, 
The pawl 569 has an arm or a projection 569a 
extending upwards and so dimensioned that when 
the lever 344 is rocked clockwise (in Fig. 2) the 
projection 569a, is rocked (also clockwise) inwards 
below the forward end of the locking arm 505. 
Said arm is journalled on the stationary shaft 35 
and in its opposite end carries a pin 59.5a, Fig. 4, 
Which engages a curve or a cam on a contact 
lever 33f. Said contact lever is rockably jour 
nalled on the pin 333 and its back edge rests on 
the notor contacts 334. At its forward end the 
contact lever 33f engages the multiplication key 
l, and in the embodiment shown this engage 
ment is effected via the pin 570 secured to the 
contact lever. 
On the end wall 572 springs 5 are secured 

Which have the purpose of preventing the toothed 
wheels 222, 223 from being displaced axially, said 
Springs passing the toothed wheels against the 
end Walls 20 and 52. 
The device described acts as follows: 
The machine is set for division by setting the 

chief control lever 2 manually to its position 
of division. As is described in detail in the 
patent just mentioned, this sets the shaft 28 
carrying the revolutions counter actuator (quo 
tient tooth) to its extreme left position. The 
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dividend is now entered into the pin-wheel rotor 
4, for instance by means of numeral keys, and 
said rotor is now tabulated to its extreme left 
position in well-known manner. Then the op 
erator depresses the addition key 203 to enter 
the dividend into the results register (not shown). 
When depressed, this key 203 acts on the rocking 
lever 344 which then pulls the bar 554 down 
wards, so that the point 557 of that bar is moved 
downwards in Figs, 2 and 5, and it swings the 
coupling pawl 558 clockwise against the action 
of the spring 562. Thus, the projection 558a. 
is moved out of engagement with the slot 563 
and instead of it the projection 558b engages the 
slot 565 in the stationary guide 556. The toothed 
wheel 56 is consequently now free from the 
driving toothed wheel 567 and is in addition locked 
in its position of rest (that is the stopping po 
sition or position of rest of the pin wheel rotor 4). 
When the key 203 is depressed, it also depresses 
the multiplication key via the projection 354 
and said key then closes the contacts 334 for 
the current to the electric motor, via the con 
tact lever 33. When the contact lever 33 is 
thus rocked clockwise in Fig. 1, it rocks the arm. 
505 counter-clockwise So that the front end of 
that arm visible in Fig. 2 is moved downwards. 
Simultaneously the pawl 569 has been rocked 
clockwise in Fig. 2, when the lever 344 follows the 
depressed key 203. The front end of the locking 
arm 505 extending downwards then engages the 
oblique (bevelled) Surface at the upper end of 
the projection 569a of the pawl 569 so that said 
pawl remains locked and consequently locks the 
key in its depressed position, when the operator 
releases the addition key 203. Now the motor 4 
performs one revolution in the -- direction and 
then is cleared. This causes the dividend to be 
entered into the results register, but the revolu 
tions counter is not actuated, because the shaft 
28 of the revolutions counter actuator is disen 
gaged from the driving mechanism. 

It is to be observed that during the entire 
Operation of addition and the subsequent clear 
ing of the rotor 4, the contact lever 33 in is 
well-known manner kept in its operative posi 
tion (as described in U. S. Patent No. 2,398,286), 
and consequently the contact 334 remains 
closed. Wia, the locking arm 505 and the pawl 
569 and the lever 344 the addition key is thus 
kept locked in its depressed position so that 
it cannot return before the operation of addi 
tion is finished. This is important for avoiding 
errors, because it prevents the operator from 
bringing the disengaged toothed wheel 56 out 
of position by means of repeated depressions of 
the addition key; as long as that key is kept de 
pressed and locked in its depressed position, also 
the toothed wheel 56 is locked by the pawl 558. 
When the operation of addition is finished, the 

addition key 203 returns to its position of rest. 
It is to be observed that the oblique surface of 
the arm 569a of the pawl 569 is so shaped that 
the key 203 is not locked at the return motion. 
When the addition key 203 returns to its 

original position, the point 557 is lifted off from 
the pawl 558 which is now rocked counter-clock 
wise by the spring 562, so that the projection 558b 
is disengaged from the guide 566 and simultane 
Ously the projection 558a, enters the Slot 563. 

If the division key 2 or the multiplication key 
is depressed, the bar 554 and consequently also 

the pawl 558 are not actuated. After the divisor 
has been entered into the rotor 4, the Operation 
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6 
of division can, therefore, be finished in well 
known manner, the shaft 28 being driven from 
the toothed wheel 567 via the toothed. Wheel 564 
and the pawl 558 and the toothed wheels 56,223 
So that the revolutions counter actuator operates 
in the usual manner on the revolutions counter. 

It is to be observed that, if desired, numerals 
may be entered into the revolutions counter by 
means of the multiplication and division keys 2 
before the beginning of the operation of division. 
During Such entering operation the rotor 4 re 
mains cleared, 
When the chief control lever (20) is set in 

either of its positions for multiplication, the 
shaft 28 is in its right position so that the 
toothed wheel 220 is coupled with the toothed 
Wheel 222 and consequently the driving wheel 
567 drives the shaft 2 8 and the shaft 5 in the 
Same direction of rotation. 

Addition is normally effected with said chief 
control lever in either of its positions of multi 
plication, and then the number of items of addi 
tion is automatically registered in the revolu 
tions counter which in some cases is important. 
What I claim is: 
In a calculating machine adapted to divide 

by repeated alternative addition and subtraction 
having an accumulator, a revolutions counter, a 
differential actuator, a revolutions counter actua 
tor, and a plurality of operation control keys, 
in combination, drive means for said counter 
actuator comprising a shaft driven in synchro 
nism. With the differential actuator, an axially 
adjustable counter actuator shaft reversibly op 
erable with respect to said differential actuator, a 
first gear train operable by said synchronously 
driven shaft, Said gear train terminating in a 
first gear loosely mounted on said counter actu 
ator shaft, a second gear train operable by said 
Synchronously driven shaft terminating in a 
Second gear loosely mounted on said counter 
actuator shaft, Said second gear operating oppo 
Sitely to Said first gear, a coupling member fixed 
to Said counter actuator shaft and engageable 
With either Said first or second gear by axial ad 
justment of Said counter actuator shaft, a dis 
connectable coupling pawl in said second gear 
train, and means controlled by one of the plu 
rality of operation control keys for disconnecting 
Said pawl, whereby when said coupling member 
is engaged with said second gear and said pawl 
is disconnected by operation of said control key 
Said Synchronously driven shaft will be ineffective 
to drive said counter actuator shaft. 

ERIK GRIP. 
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